Making Plaster Reliefs
By Paula Briggs
This resources describes how to create plaster reliefs using
clay and foamboard moulds. It is based upon a session which
took place at Bourn Primary Academy with a group of Year 6
children.

Detail.

The children had been studying Ancient Egypt as their class
topic, and I had taken in a number of objects which somehow
captured a sense of Egyptian colour and texture. It was
important for me that the children did not create pastiches of
Egyptian art, instead I wanted them to work from a subject
matter which was relevant to them too, whilst gaining an

understanding of how Egyptians used relief on many external
walls.
My aim was to enable the children to explore the casting
process (rather than carve as the Egyptians did) to create a
simple relief, inspired by a richness of forms and colour. The
Egyptians used sunken-relief (the image is made by cutting the
relief sculpture itself into a flat surface) and the bright
sunlight would further enhance the illusion of depth created.
As the children made their reliefs, I wanted to give them an
opportunity to experience negative and positive, to enjoy the
process of creating an object from a space (making a mould,
taking a cast), explore the different but complementary
qualities of clay and plaster, and finally explore colour by
painting the finished relief.
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